


A prominent distributor of electronics and robotics
components strives for excellence in the electronics
industry and is committed to growing via innovation and
technology.

The team consists of a highly motivated group of
specialists and industry experts with several years of
industry expertise. Our vision is to be a market leader in
services, products, relationships, and profitability.
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Traffic that engages and converts 

Build experiences quickly without
depending on a large team

Optimize recommendation widgets 

Optimize experiences based on a user’s
past onsite behavior

Personalized recommendations
on every page

Customer Segmentation

Behavioral Email Marketing

Upselling with recommendations
on the cart page

62% increase in Monthly Revenue

143, 000 customers from 100

12% decrease in Cart
Abandonment

60% increase in Monthly Orders



CHALLENGES
Electronicscomp's website was generating traffic,
but it wasn't engaging or converting. The personal
digital touch was missing from the items and the
website. Electronicscomp, being a customer-focused
company, wants to establish relationships and
experiences as fast as possible. The website needed
tailored offers and recommendations to get
customers to spend more. It only took optimizing the
experiences depending on the shopper's previous
onsite activity.



SOLUTIONSOLUTION
Users of Electronicscomp were thrilled to receive
customized touch digitally thanks to Enalito, which
made their shopping experience easier. On
numerous pages, the suitable suggestions and
upsell offers improved purchases. The relevant
email offers and analytical data aided the team in
making business choices ahead of time. 

Not only did the income grow, but the total number
of clients also grew from 100 to 143K.



Electronicscomp discovered and fixed problems
with the company's operations and took
aggressive steps to persuade customers to buy
more. Enalito improved its consumers' shopping
experience while also providing a good return on
investment. Electronicscomp didn't simply offer
items to its consumers; it also sold experiences,
which allowed them significantly expand their
audience.

KEY TAKEAWAY & RESULTS

62% Increase in Monthly
Revenue

12% Decrease in Cart
Abandonment

Increase in Monthly Orders60%



"OUR CUSTOMERS FIND EASE IN
THEIR SHOPPING EXPERIENCE AND

ARE HAPPY TO RECEIVE
PERSONALIZED TOUCH DIGITALLY.
OUR SALES ARE ON THE RISE, AND
OUR TEAM CAN MAKE BUSINESS

DECISIONS WELL IN ADVANCE
USING ENALITO’S ANALYTICS. I

AM THRILLED WITH THE PLATFORM
AND THE TEAM."

 



+1 (408) 604-9910 info@enalito.com
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